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Whether you're just beginning on your journey or you've been trying for quite some time, The

Conception Plan: How To Get Pregnant Faster will provide you with a natural plan that aims to

reduce stress, boost fertility, and provide support.Created by Laura Legge after dealing with

unexplained infertility, the plan provides a step-by-step guide on how to boost your fertility

without making drastic changes. It includes information on becoming healthier, timing

intercourse correctly, and boosting fertility naturally.This book was created in the hopes that

women everywhere can find the guidance and support they need through their trying-to-

conceive journey, whether it's just the beginning or after a long road of loss and heartbreak.

About the AuthorDawson Church, PhD, is an award-winning author whose best-selling book,

The Genie in Your Genes, has been hailed as a breakthrough in the field of epigenetics. He

has published numerous scientific papers, with a focus on the remarkable self-healing

mechanisms now emerging at the intersection of emotion and gene expression. He applies

these breakthroughs to health and athletic performance through EFT Universe.com, which is

one of the largest alternative medicine sites on the web. He was educated at Baylor University

and Holos University, where he earned his doctorate under the tuition of Harvard-trained

neurosurgeon Norm Shealy, MD, PhD, with whom he co-authored Soul Medicine: Awakening

Your Inner Blueprint for Abundant Health and Energy. He is editor emeritus of the peer-

reviewed journal Energy Psychology: Theory, Research & Treatment, and founded the

nonprofit National Institute for Integrative Healthcare to research and train practitioners in

energy psychology. He works with businesses and sports teams to achieve peak performance;

he no longer accepts private clients but instead refers them to the certified practitioners at EFT

Universe. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Robin Leigh Morgan, “THE SUCCESSFUL JOURNEY INTO MOTHERHOOD MIGHT BEGIN

WITH THIS BOOK. I read this book via an Amazon KINDLE Unlimited download.I believe that

practically every woman reading this that the two most important things in the lives would be:1.

Finding that special, loving, caring, and if they’re lucky, hunk of a guy which whom they can

have their HEA with.2. Giving birth to a beautiful, healthy child.But, unfortunately, for some

women conception might not be that simple to realize as their journey might be fraught with

months of despair, anxiety, and anguish because of their failures in trying to conceive.Those

reading this book will have appreciate the author’s, Laura Legge’s, willingness to share her

personal and at times depressing experiences, especially that of her own infertility. And it is

because of her desire in not wanting other women to endure what she had to, that she’s written

this book.In this book, Ms. Legge hopes to offer her readers an easy to understand, detailed

instructional manual containing a plan which is designed to lower tension, increase fertility

naturally while also giving that all important support mechanism. The book in communicating

this also gives useful information such as a woman’s LMP date [Last Menstrual Period] so they

can better time their periods of sexual intercourse.At the end of the book, the author supplies

some valuable resources which are design to assist her readers on their journeys.For wanting

to give all women the encouragement and direction they require on their passage into the

joyous state of motherhood, how can I not give Ms. Legge the 5 STARS I’ve given her.”

Jessica E. Ostrovitz, “Proud Mom of 3. Laura has a wonderful perspective and lots of insight to

offer anyone TTC. Filled with her heartfelt story, hope, and absolutely necessary tips and how-

to for anyone who wants to see “that beautiful second line””

The book by Dawson Church has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 4 people have provided feedback.
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